National Emergency Grants for the Arts

- Actor’s Fund Entertainment Assistance Program
- The Adolph & Esther Gottlieb Emergency Grant (for painters, printmakers and sculptors)
- Anonymous Was a Woman
- Artist’s Fellowship Inc
- Authors League Fund
- CERF+ emergency funds (currently focused on medical expenses)
- Equal Sound Corona Relief Fund (for musicians)
- Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grants
- The Haven Foundation (for freelance workers in the arts)
- Joan Mitchell Foundation Emergency Grants
- MusicCares Coronavirus Relief Fund
- Musicians Foundation Emergency Fund
- National Endowment for the Arts Research Awards – grant application deadline has been extended
- PEN America Writers Emergency Fund
- Rauschenberg Emergency Grants
- Sweet Relief Musicians Fund

**NOTE:** The COVID-19 situation is rapidly changing and resources are depleting quickly. While some emergency funds have closed, we’re keeping them on this master list for reference in case they reopen. We will continue to update the list as we are made aware of available resources. We have reviewed each link but have not fully vetted the organizations/funders; please do your own research and use your best judgement when applying.